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In the present paper, we study a perturbed iterative method for solving a general
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn a recent paper 14 , the authors have studied the convergence of an
iterative algorithm in order to find an approximate solution for a new class
of strongly nonlinear variational inequalities which includes the models of
w x w xNoor 23 and Siddiqi and Ansari 27 .
The aim of this work is twofold. Firstly, we establish a convergence
result for a general class of variational inclusions under some minimal
w xhypotheses which are less demanding than the one used in 14 . Secondly,
we introduce a new iterative algorithm in order to approximate a solution
for this kind of problem. Then we prove convergence of this algorithm by
using some fixed point theorem. We also analyze the perturbed solution of
the parametric variational inclusion and prove the continuity or the
Lipschitz continuity of the perturbed solution when the map S is neither
strongly monotone nor Lipschitz continuous. Our problem is more general
w xthan the one considered in 14, 24, 25, 28 , which motivated this paper.
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Throughout this paper, unless specifically stated, we will refer to the
problem
find u g H such that
VI T , A , B , S .  0 g A y B u q T S u , .  .  . .
where
 .i H is a real Hilbert space, with the associated scalar product,
 : < <denoted by ? , ? and the associated norm ? ;
 .ii T : H i H is a multivalued maximal monotone operator;
 .  .  .iii S, A: H ª H are two mappings such that Range S l D T /
B;
 .iv B: H ª H is a nonlinear continuous mapping.
In what follows, we shall write ª and © to denote respectively, the
 .strong norm convergence and the weak convergence on H.
 .An equivalent formulation of the original problem VI T , A, B, S is
find u g H such that
P .  :¨*qA u yB u , ¨ yS u G 0 for all ¨ , ¨* g Graph T . .  .  .  .  .
 .Since T is maximal monotone, u g H is a solution of P if and only if
 .  .   ..B u y A u g T S u .
 .The problem VI T , A, B, S subsumes as a particular case, variational
inequalities, quasi-variational inequalities, and explicit and implicit com-
plementarity problems.
Before we proceed any further, let us give the following examples:
 .i If T [ ­w, where ­w denotes the subdifferential of a proper,
 4convex and lower semicontinuous function w : H ª R j q` , then
 .VI T , A, B, S is equivalent to the problem
Find u g H such that
1.1 . :A u y B u , ¨ y S u G w S u y w ¨ , ;¨ g H . .  .  .  .  . .
 . w xInequalities like 1.1 have been studied in 14 .
 .  .ii Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of H. If in 1.1 ,
w [ c q I , where c : H ª R is a lower semicontinuous convex function,K
I is the indicator function of the set K, B is identically null, and S is theK
 .identity mapping, then VI T , A, B, S is equivalent to the following prob-
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w xlem studied in 8, 13 :
Find u g K such that
1.2 . :A u , ¨ y u G c u y c ¨ , ;¨ g K . .  .  .
 .  .  .iii Let K be as in ii . If in i , w [ I where m is a singleKqmu.
 .valued mapping on H, then VI T , A, B, S is equivalent to the general
strongly nonlinear quasivariational inequality problem given by
 :A u y B u , ¨ y S u G 0 ;¨ g K u , 1.3 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .where K u [ K q m u . These kinds of problems have been studied in
w x24, 29 , for example.
 .  .  .Note that for S u s u g K u for all u g H, problem 1.3 is equiva-
lent to the so-called strongly nonlinear quasivariational inequality problem
w xstudied in 27 .
 .If the operator B is independent of u, that is, B u s f , S is the identity
 .mapping, and m ' 0, then 1.3 is equivalent to the problem
Find u g K such that
1.4 . :A u y f , ¨ y u G 0, ;¨ g K . .
 .Inequalities like 1.4 are known as the classical variational inequalities
and have been extensively studied in the literature see, for example,
w x .9, 32 among others .
 .  .iv Let K be as in ii . If B is identically null and w [ I , thenK
 .VI T , A, B, S is equivalent to the problem
Find u g K such that
1.5 . :A u , ¨ y S u G 0, ;¨ g K , .  .
which is known as the general variational inequality studied for example
w xin 17 .
 .v Let K be a closed convex cone of H, and let K* denotes its
polar, i.e.,
 :K* [ u* g H u*, u G 0 ;u g K . 4
 .  .If w [ I , B is identically null, and S K ; K, then VI T , A, B, S isK
equivalent to the problem
Find u g K such that
1.6 . :A u g K* and A u , S u s 0, .  .  .
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which is known as the implicit complementarity problem, introduced and
w x w xstudied by Bensoussan and Lions 5 . See also Docetta and Mosco 11 and
the references cited therein. Nevertheless, such problems are encountered
frequently in several fields of applied mathematics such as for instance,
mechanics, economic equilibrium theory, and elasticity theory.
 .If S is the identity mapping then problem 1.6 reduces to the so-called
w xexplicit complementarity problem, introduced by Karamardian 18 . This
 w x.has been extensively studied in the literature see, for example, 15 .
 .  .vi If the convex cone K in v depends upon the solution u, then
we have the general problem
Find u g K u such that .
1.7 . :A u g K* u and A u , S u s 0. .  .  .  .
Such problems are called the strongly nonlinear quasicomplementarity
 .problem. In many applications, K u has the form
K u s K q m u , .  .
 .where m is as in iii .
 .vii Let J: H ª R be a Gateaux differentiable convex function suchÃ
 .  .that =J u s A u for each u in H, B is identically null, and S is the
 .identity mapping. Then 1.1 is equivalent to the convex optimization
problem
J q w u s inf J q w ¨ . .  .  .  .
¨gH
w xThis problem has been studied in 21, 7 among others.
w xAccording to a fixed point theorem 6 , we obtain an approximate
 .solution for VI T , A, B, S . More specifically, we study iterative algorithms
in which an elementary step amounts to solving the generalized variational
 .inclusion VI T , A, B, S , which consists in coupling an iterative method
w xwith a data perturbation. This is close to the approach found in 14 , except
that these authors prove the convergence by assuming that the map S is
strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous. The assumption of Lipschitz
continuous and strong monotonicity of the operator A with respect to
S remains the key assumption in the convergence proofs presented
hereafter.
A strong motivation for the study of this type of problem is its deep
connections with nonlinear analysis, variational convergence, and its appli-
cations in areas such as optimization theory, mechanics, variational calcu-
w x w xlus, etc. For more details we refer to Duvaut and Lions 12 , Mosco 20 ,
w x w xPanagiotopoulos 30 , and Isac 15 for the complementarity problems.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some basic
concepts. In Section 3 we give an existence result which includes, as a
special case, some known result for the complementarity problems and we
 .study a perturbed algorithm for solving VI T , A, B, S , obtained by cou-
pling an iterative method with a data perturbation. Then we prove a
convergence result. Section 4 is devoted to a new perturbed algorithm by
 .using an equivalent formulation of problem VI T , A, B, S as a fixed point
problem. Sensitivity analysis is the purpose of Section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
We recall some definitions of variational convergence and some results
w xabout maximal monotone operators theory drawn from Attouch 2 and
w xBrezis 4 .
For a multivalued operator T : H i H, we denote by
D T [ u g H T u / B , 4 .  .
the domain of T ,
R T [ T u , .  .D
ugH
the range of T ,
Graph T [ u , u* g H = H u g D T and u* g T u , 4 .  .  .  .
the graph of T. Throughout the paper we identify operators with their
graphs.
 .We recall that T is monotone if and only if for each u g D T ,
 .  .  .¨ g D T and u* g T u , ¨* g T ¨ we have
 :¨* y u*, ¨ y u G 0.
T is maximal monotone if it is monotone and its graph is not properly
contained in the graph of any other monotone operator.
Ty1 is the operator defined by
¨ g Ty1 u m u g T ¨ . .  .
We recall that, for any l ) 0 the resolvent of index l of T is defined by
y1TJ [ I q lT , .l
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if T is maximal monotone then for any l ) 0, J T is nonexpansive, i.e.,l
T T < <J u y J ¨ F u y ¨ . .  .l l
The Yosida approximate of index l of T is defined by
1
TT [ I y J , .l ll
which is everywhere defined and Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant 1rl.
 n 4Let T ¬ n g N , T be a sequence of maximal monotone operators. The
 n 4sequence T ¬ n g N is said to be graph-convergent to T , and we write
Gn  .  .T ª T , if the following property holds: for every x, y g Graph T ,
 .  n.there exists a sequence x , y g Graph T such that x ª x and y ª yn n n n
in H.
wWe recall that the following statements are equivalent 2, Proposition
x3.60 :
Gn .i T ª T ;
 . T n . T  .ii J x ª J x in H for every x g H and l ) 0;l l
 . T n . T  .iii J x ª J x in H for every x g H and for some l ) 0.l l 00 0
Let f be a mapping from H to H. f is said to be
v monotone if
 :f x y f y , x y y G 0 for all x , y g D f , .  .  .
v strictly monotone if f is monotone and strict inequality holds for
x / y,
v strongly monotone, if there exists a constant a ) 0 such that
< < 2 :f x y f y , x y y G a x y y for all x , y g D f , .  .  .
v Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant k ) 0 such that
< <f x y f y F k x y y . .  .
We recall that a strongly monotone operator is strictly monotone.
Considering the mappings A, S: H ª H and f, c : Rqª Rq, we say
that:
 .i A is a f-Lipschitz mapping with respect to S if
A u y A ¨ F S u y S ¨ f S u y S ¨ ;u , ¨ g H , .  .  .  .  .  . .
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 .ii A is a c-strongly monotone mapping with respect to S if
2 :A u y A ¨ , S u y S ¨ G S u y S ¨ c S u y S ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
;u , ¨ g H .
 .If in this definition, f and c are constant f ' k ) 0, c ' a ) 0 then
 .we say that A is a k-Lipschitz respectively a-strongly monotone with
 .respect to S. Obviously if S u s u ;u g H, we obtain the classical
definitions of a Lipschitz and a strongly monotone mapping.
w xWe end this section by recalling a basic result due to Boyd and Wong 6
which will be useful:
 .  .THEOREM 2.1 Boyd and Wong . Let X, d be a complete metrically
con¨ex metric space. If for the mapping T : X ª X there is a mapping
q    . 4.w : P ª R where P [ d x, y N x,: y g X satisfying:
 .   .  ..   ..i d T x , T y F w d x, y , ; x, y g X ;
 .  .  4ii w t - t for all t g P _ 0 .
Then T has a unique fixed point.
3. AN EXISTENCE RESULT FOR THE GENERAL CLASS
OF VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS
In this section, we will extend ideas developed by G. Isac for the
w xcomplementarity problems 16 to more general problems.
 .A natural connection between VI T , A, B, S and the fixed point theory
will be used to prove some existence results. The following lemma is in this
sense:
 .LEMMA 3.1. u is a solution of VI T , A, B, S if and only if u is a fixed
point of the map
F u [ u y S u q J T S u y l A y B u . .  .  .  .  . .l
Proof. Let u be a fixed point of the map F. Then
TS u s J S u y l A y B u . .  .  .  . .l
From the definition of the proximal mapping J T, one hasl
B u y A u g T S u . .  .  . .
 .Thus u is a solution of VI T , A, B, S .
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Remark 3.1. We note that when T [ ­w, Lemma 3.1 is similar to
w xLemma 2.1 in 14 .
Remark 3.2. If we consider the mappings f , h: H ª H defined by
f x [ A u , where u is an arbitrary element of Sy1 x , .  .  .
and
h x [ B u , where u is an arbitrary element of Sy1 x , .  .  .
 .then problem VI T , A, B, S is equivalent to the following one, denoted by
 .VI T , f , h :
find u g H such that 0 g f u y h u q T u . .  .  .
 .We note that if A is a f-Lipschitz respectively a c-strongly monotone
mapping with respect to S, then f is a f-Lipschitz respectively a c-strongly
.  .monotone . Moreover, problem VI T , f , h has a solution if and only if the
mapping
g u [ J T u q lh u y l f u .  .  . .l
has a fixed point.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the following assumptions are satisfied:
 .i A is a f -Lipschitz and a c-strongly monotone mapping with1
respect to S;
 .ii B is a f -Lipschitz mapping with respect to S;2
 .iii there exists l ) 0 such that
l2 f 2 t q f 2 t - 2lc t - 1 q l2 f 2 t q f 2 t , ; t g Rq. .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
 .Then the problem VI T , A, B, S has at least one solution, which is unique
when S is one to one.
 .Proof. According to Remark 3.2, problem VI T , A, B, S is equivalent
 .to problem VI T , f , h . The proof will be complete if we show that the
mapping g has a fixed point. We have
22 T Tg u y g ¨ s J u y l f y h u y J ¨ y l f y h ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . .  .l l
2F u y l f y h u y ¨ q l f y h ¨ .  .  .  .
2 22F u y ¨ y l f u y f ¨ q l h u y h ¨ .  .  .  . .
2 22 2 < < < <F u y ¨ y l f u y f ¨ q l f u y ¨ u y ¨ . .  .  .  . . 2
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Hence,
2 2< <  :u y ¨ y l f u y f ¨ s u y ¨ y 2l f u y f ¨ , u y ¨ .  .  .  .  . .
22q l f u y f ¨ . .  .
 .By assumptions i and Remark 3.1, we obtain
2
u y ¨ y l f u y f ¨ .  .  . .
< < 2 2 < < < < 2F 1 y 2lc u y ¨ q l f u y ¨ u y ¨ . .  . 41
2 2 2 .Let w t [ t 1 y 2lc t q l f t q f t , t G 0. Using assump-’  .  .  . .1 2
 .  .tion iii we have w t - t.
All assumptions of the Boyd and Wong Theorem being satisfied, we
obtain the existence of an unique fixed point of g, which is a solution of
 .problem VI T , A, B, S via Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.1.
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that the following assumptions are satisfied:
 .i A is k-Lipschitz and a-strongly monotone with respect to S;
 .ii B is g-Lipschitz with respect to S.
 .Then the problem VI T , A, B, S has at least one solution, which is unique
when S is one to one.
 .Proof. We have to check condition iii of Theorem 3.2. If we use a
constant a satisfying 0 - a - a , we may find a real number l ) 0 such1 1
 2 2 .that 0 - l - 2a r k q g . Noticing that A is a -strongly monotone1 1
with respect to S, so there exists l ) 0 satisfying
l2 k 2 q l2g 2 - 2a l - min 1 q l2 k 2 q l2g 2 , 2al . .1
The result follows from Theorem 3.2.
3.1. A Perturbed Iterati¨ e Algorithm. In order to obtain an approximate
 .  4solution of VI T , A, B, S , we consider sequences u ¬ n g N constructedn
according to the formula
Given u g H0
nA . T u [ J u q lh u y l f u q e , .  . /nq1 l n n nn
 4where e ¬ n g N is a sequence of the element of H introduced to taken
 n 4into account a possible inexact computation, and T ¬ n g N a sequence
of maximal monotone operators approximating T in a specific sense.
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that the following statements are satisfied:
Gn n .  .i T graph-con¨ erge to T T ª T ;
 .ii A is k-Lipschitz and a-strongly monotone with respect to S;
 .iii B is a g-Lipschitz continuous with respect to S;
 . < <iv lim e s 0.n
nª`
 4  .Then the sequence u ¬ n g N generated by A con¨erges strongly to an
 .solution u of VI T , A, B, S .
Proof. According to Corollary 3.3, there exists a unique solution u of
 .  .VI T , f , h which is a solution of VI T , A, S, H and is unique when S is
one to one.
 .  .  .By setting F u [ u q lh u y l f u , we have
nT T< <u y u s J F u y J F u q e .  . . .nq1 l n l n
n nT TF J F u y J F u .  . . .l n l
nT T < <q J F u y J F u q e .  . .  .l l n
F F u y F u q « , .  .n n
< T
n  .. T   .. < < <where « [ J F u y J F u q e converges to 0 as n ª `. Wen l l n
have
F u y F u F u y u y l f u y f u q l h u y h u . .  .  .  .  .  . .n n n n
Since f is k-Lipschitz and a-strongly monotone, we get
2 2’ < <u y u y l f u y f u F 1 y 2al q l k u y u . .  . .n n n
Using the Lipschitz continuity of h, we obtain
2 2’< < < <u y u F 1 y 2al q l k q lg u y u q « . .nq1 n n
2 2’By setting u [ 1 y 2al q l k q lg , we finally obtain
< < < <u y u F u u y u q « .nq1 n n
Hence
n
nq1 j< < < <u y u F u u y u q u « ,nq1 0 nq1yj
js1
 .  2 2 .u - 1 for 0 - l - 2 a y g r k y g .
w xThe result follows from Ortega and Rheinboldt 26 , since « ª 0 asn
n ª `.
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 .  .Remark 3.3. We note that for problem 1.1 , the iterative scheme A
reduces to
u s P u q lh u y f u q e , .  . /nq1 K u. n n nn n
 .   .where P stands for the projection operator of H into K u and K u ¬n n
4  .n g N is a sequence of closed convex subset of H approximating K u .
 .  .  .  .If K u s K u s K q m u , then A is equivalent to the algorithmn
u s m u q P u y l f u y h u y m u , .  .  .  . . /nq1 n K n n nn
w xwhich has been studied in 27 .
One can see that our general algorithm includes many previously known
iterative methods as special cases.
Remark 3.4. We have proved the convergence of the iterative algo-
 .rithm to a solution of the problem VI T , A, B, S without any condition on
the map S. However, if we want the uniqueness of the solution, we have to
make some assumptions on S, for example, S can be supposed strongly
 w x.monotone and Lipschitz continuous see 14, 24 .
Gn .Remark 3.5. If we consider problem 1.1 , then the assumption T ª T
 4is satisfied when the sequence w ¬ n g N converges in the sense ofn
Mosco to w, that is:
 4  .  .;u g H, ; u ¬ n g N such that u © u, then w u F lim inf w u ,n n n n
nªq`
 4  .  .;u g H, ' u ¬ n g N such that u ª u and w u G lim sup w u .n n n n
nªq`
4. A NEW ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
In this section we study the problem
find u g H such that
VI T , f , h .  0 g f u y h u q T u . .  .  .
 .We will transform VI T , f , h into a fixed point problem. The following
lemma is in this sense:
LEMMA 4.1. If there exists a fixed point u g H of the map G defined by
G u [ J T u q h J T u y l f J T u , .  .  .  . .  .l l l
T  .  .then J u is a solution of VI T , f , h .l
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T  .Proof. If we write u* [ J u , we havel
G u s u* q lh u* y l f u* . .  .  .
Hence
G u s u m u y u* s lh u* y l f u* . .  .  .
We have
Tu* s J u m u* q lT u* 2 u .  .l
m u y u* g lT u* .
« lh u* y l f u* g lT u* .  .  .
m h u* y f u* g T u* . .  .  .
 .Thus u* is a solution of VI T , f , h .
Proof.
THEOREM 4.2. If f is k-Lipschitz and a-strongly monotone and h is
T  .g-Lipschitz, then G has a unique fixed point u, and J u is the solution ofl
 .VI T , f , h .
Proof. We have shown that there exists a real number l ) 0 such that
l2 k 2 q g 2 - 2la - min 1 q l2 k 2 q l2g 2 , 2la , .  .1
where 0 - a - a . We have1
2 T T T TG x y G y s J x q lh J x y l f J x y J y .  .  .  .  .  . .  .l l l l
2T Tylh J y q l f J y . .  . .  .l l
T  . T  .By setting x* [ J x and y* [ J y , we can writel l
22
G x yG y s x*yy*yl f x* yf y* q l h x* yh y* .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
2 22F x*yy*yl f x* yf y* ql h x* yh y* .  .  .  . .
< < 2  :s x*yy* y2l x*yy*, f x* yf y* .  .
2 22 2q l f x* y f y* q l h x* y h y* . .  .  .  .
<  .  . < 2  2 2 2 .. < < 2Hence G x y G y F 1 y 2la q l k q g x* y y* .1
We finally obtain, since J T is nonexpansivel
< <G x y G y F u x y y , .  .
2 2 2 x w’where u [ 1 y 2la q l k q g , belongs to 0, 1 . .1
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The result follows from Theorem 2.1.
 .In order to obtain an approximate solution of VI T , f , h , we can apply a
successive approximation perturbed method to the problem of solving
 .G u s u. The result procedure is
Given u g H0
B . n n nT T T u s J u q lh J u y l f J u q e , .  .  . .  .nq1 l n l n l n n
 n 4where the sequence T ¬ n g N approximates T and e are satisfied:n
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
Gn n .  .i T graph-con¨ erges to T T ª T ;
 .ii f is k-Lipschitz and a-strongly monotone;
 .iii h is g-Lipschitz;
 .iv e ª 0 as n ª q`.n
 4  .Then the sequence u ¬ n g N generated by B con¨erges strongly to then
T  .  .unique fixed point u of G, and J u sol¨ es VI T , f , h .l
Proof. According to Theorem 4.2, G has a unique fixed point u.
We have
n n nT T T T< <u y u s J u q lh J u y l f J u y J u .  .  .  . .  .nq1 l n l n l n l
T Tylh J u q l f J u q e .  . .  .l l n
n n n nT T T TF J u y J u y l f J u y f J u .  .  .  . 4 . l n l l n l
n n nT T T Tql h J u yh J u ql h J u yh J u .  .  .  . . .  .  .l n l l l
n nT T T T < <q J u y J u q l f J u y f J u q e .  .  .  . . .l l l l n
n n2 2 T T’F 1 y 2la q l k q lg J u y J u .  . . l n l
nT T < <q 1 q lg q lk J u y J u q e .  .  .l l n
n nT TF u J u y J u q « , .  .l n l n
2 2’where u [ 1 y 2la q l k q lg , and
nT T < <« [ 1 q lg q lk J u y J u q e , .  .  .n l l n
which converges to 0 as n ª `.
Hence,
n nT T< <u y u F u J u y J u q « . .  .nq1 l n l n
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Since J T
n
is nonexpansive, we getl
< < < <u y u F u u y u q « .nq1 n n
By a similar argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.4, the result follows.
Remark 4.1. We note that for T [ ­ I , where I is the indicatorK K
 .function of a nonempty convex set K, the iterative scheme B reduces to
u [ P u q lh P u y l f P u q e , .  .  . .  .nq1 K n K n K n n
where P stands for the projection operator of H into K.K
 4Let K ¬ n g N be an increasing sequence of closed convex subset of Hn
 .such that K s D K , then assumption i of Theorem 4.3 is satisfiedng N n
since I converges in the Mosco sense to I .K Kn
4.1. The Case Where the Parameter l ) 0 Is Perturbed. To begin with,
let us review some standard results from operator theory and convex
analysis.
 . < <For any subset C of H and x in H, d x, C [ inf x y y is they g C
  . .distance from x to C we set d x, B s q` .
For any r G 0, rB denotes the closed ball of radius r, and C [ C l rB.r
For C, D ; H, the excess function of C on D is defined as
e C , D [ sup d x , C , .  .
xgC
 .with the natural convention that e B, D s 0.
 .For any r G 0, the r- Hausdorff distance between C and D is given by
haus C , D [ max e C , D ; e D , C . .  4 .  .r r r
w xFor more details about the r-Hausdorff distance, we refer to 3 .
A convergence notion is naturally attached to the notion of r-Hausdorff
 n 4distance. A sequence T ¬ n g N of maximal monotone operators is
convergent to an operator T , if
for each r G 0, lim haus Graph T n , Graph T s 0. .  . .r
nª`
Another type of distance between maximal monotone operators is given
by
XT T 9 < <d T , T 9 [ sup J x y J x s l sup T y T . .l, r l l l l
< < < <x Fr x Fr
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In the sequel, unless specifically stated, we suppose that the sequence of
 4non-negative real number l ¬ n g N is bounded as follow:n
0 - l F l F l - "`.n
w x  n 4LEMMA 4.4 22 . Let T ¬ n g N , T be a sequence of maximal monotone
operators, for r G 0, the following estimate holds,
n nd T , T F 2 q l haus T , T , .  .  .l , r r 9n
y1 T y1 y1 T <  . <  <  . <.4where r9 [ max r q ll J 0 ; l r q ll J 0 .l l
This section is concerned with the perturbed iterative method for solving
 .the problem VI T , f , H
u g H0
C . n n nT T T u [ J u q l h J u y l f J u q e . .  .  . /  /nq1 l n n l n n l n nn n n
The case f and h identically null, the iterative procedure above is
nothing else but an approximation method combining a data perturbation
by variational convergence with the proximal point algorithm, which has
 w xbeen already treated in the literature see Refs. 22, 33, 21 among others.
THEOREM 4.5. Assume that the following statements are satisfied:
 .i f is k-Lipschitz and a-strongly monotone;
 .ii h is g-Lipschitz;
 .  n.iii ;r G 0, lim haus T , T s 0;r
nªq`
 . < <iv lim e s 0;n
nªq`
 4  .then the sequence u ¬ n g N generated by C con¨erges strongly to then
unique fixed point of G.
n nU T T T .  .  .Proof. By setting u [ J u , u [ J u , and u [ J u , we haveÃn l n n l n ln n n
U U U< <u yu s u ql h u yl f u y u yl h u ql f u qe .  .  .  .nq1 n n n n n n n n n n n
U U UF u y u y l f u y f u q l h u y h u .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã .n n n n n n n n
< <q u y u q l h u y h u . .Ã Ãn n n n n
< <q l f u y f u q e .  .Ãn n n n
nU T T< < < <F s l u yu q 1ql gql k J u yJ u q e , .  .  .  .Ãn n n n n l l nn n
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 .  2 2 .1r2 T nwhere s l [ 1 y 2al q l k q lg . Since J is nonexpansive, weln
obtain
nT T< < < < < <u y u F s l u y u q 1 q l g q k J u y J u q e . .  .  .  . .nq1 n n l l nn n
We have
nT T n < <J u y J u F d T , T , with r [ u , .  .  .l l l , rn n n
Using Lemma 4.4 we get
n< < < < < <u y u F u u y u q 1 q l g q k 2 q l haus T , T q e , .  .  . .nq1 n r 9 n
  .  .4where u [ max s l , s l .
n  .. .  . < <By setting « [ 1 q l g q k 2 q l haus T , T q e , we can writen r 9 n
n
nq1 j< < < <u y u F u u y u q u « .nq1 0 nq1yj
js1
The assumption u - 1 is obtained if
2 a y g .
l - .2 2k y g
 .  .Assumptions iii and iv imply that « ª 0 as j ª q`.j
w xThe result follows from Ortega and Rheinboldt 26 .
5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR VARIATIONAL
INCLUSIONS
We now consider the general parametric variational inclusion,
Find u g H such that
5.1 .0 g A u , v q T S u , v , .  . .
 .  .where v g V is an open subset of H, and A u, v and T u, v are given
operators defined on H = V which take values in H.
If T [ ­w, where w is a convex lower semicontinuous function defined
 .on H = V, then problem 5.1 is equivalent to finding u g H such that
 :A u , v , ¨ y S u G w S u , v y w ¨ , v ; ¨ , v g H = V . .  .  .  .  . .
5.2 .
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 .  4If w ?, v [ I , where K ¬ v g V is a family of closed convex subsetsK vv
 .of H, then problem 5.2 is equivalent to finding u g K such thatv
 :A u , v , ¨ y S u G 0 ;¨ g K . 5.3 .  .  .v
 .We note that for S [ Id, problems like 5.3 has been studied by Dafer-
w xmos 10 .
Sensitivity analysis of variational inequalities is now the object of great
attention for many engineers and mathematicians. Several useful theories
w x w xhave now been established by Tobin 31 , Kyparisis 19 , and Dafermos
w x10 , among others. We mainly follow the ideas and technique of Dafer-
w xmos, extended by Noor 25 for a class of quasivariational inequalities. The
purpose of this section is the analysis of the perturbed solution of the
 .parametric variational inclusion 5.1 .
We assume that for some v g V, there exists a solution u. We want to
investigate conditions which imply uniqueness of the perturbed solution
 .u v near u, for each v in a neighborhood of v and those conditions
 .under which the function u v is continuous or Lipschitz continuous. We
assume that B is the closure of a ball in H centered at u. Here we are
 .only interested in the case that the solutions u v lie in the interior of B.
 .  .For this we suppose that the mappings A u, v and T u, v are defined
 .  .on B = V. We note T ? for T ?, v .v
 .  .  .Via Remark 3.2, u v is a solution of 5.1 iff u v is a fixed point of
the map
K u , v [ J Tv u y l f u , v . .  . .l
 .To obtain a fixed point of the map K u, v , we can apply Theorem 3.2.
 .However, we do not have the uniqueness of the solution u v for each v.
Therefore we have to make some supplementary conditions on the map S.
As proposed by Noor, when S is Lipschitz continuous and strongly mono-
 w x.tone and when l satisfies some conditions see Ref. 25 we have the
uniqueness. If these hypotheses are not verified, the following results are
in this sense.
 .The following concept will be useful: An operator A u, v defined on
B = V is said to be:
 .a a locally c-strongly montone mapping with respect to S if
2 :A u , v yA ¨ , v , S u yS ¨ G S u yS ¨ c S u y S ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
;v g V , u , ¨ g B;
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 .b a locally f-Lipschitz mapping with respect to S if
A u , v y A ¨ , v F S u y S ¨ f S u y S ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . .
;v g V , u , ¨ g B.
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that the following assumptions are satisfied:
 .  .i A u, v defined on B = V is a locally c-strongly monotone
mapping with respect to S;
 .ii S is an expansi¨ e mapping, i.e.,
< <'r G 1: S u y S ¨ G r u y ¨ ;u , ¨ g B; .  .
 . <  .  . < < <  <  .  . <.iii A u, v y A ¨ , v F u y ¨ f S u y S ¨ ;
 .iv There exists l ) 0 such that
l2f 2 t - 2lc t - 1 q l2f 2 t ; t g Rq. .  .  .
 .  .Then problem 5.1 has a unique solution, denoted by u v . Consequently,
 .   . .u v s u s K u v , v .
Remark 5.1. If f and c are constant, i.e., f ' k ) 0, c ' g ) 0, then
 .condition iv is always satisfied.
We recall that a mapping h: H ª H is said to be accretive iff
< <x y y F x y y q r h x y h y , ; x , y g H , r G 0. .  .  . .
Also, U: H ª H is said to be pseudo-contractive iff
< <x y y F 1 q r x y y y U x y U y , ; x , y g H , r ) 0. .  .  .  . .
 w x.We recall this result due to Kato and Browder see Ref. 16 : if g [ Id y
U, then the mapping U is pseudo-contractive iff g is accretive.
 .  .LEMMA 5.2. Assume that i and iii in Lemma 5.1 are satisfied. If in
addition:
 .a S y r Id is accreti¨ e for some r ) 1,
 .  2 . 2 .  . 2b 'l ) 0: l rr f t - 2lrc t - r q l rr.
 .  .  .Then the problem 5.1 has a unique solution u v and u v s u s
  . .K u v , v .
w xProof. This follows the one given in 16 for the implicit complementar-
ity problems.
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Tv .   ..LEMMA 5.3. If A u, v and the map v ¬ J u y l f u, v are contin-l
 .  .uous resp. Lipschitz continuous in v at v, then the function u v solution
 .  .of 5.1 is continuous resp. Lipschitz continuous at v s v.
Proof. For v g V, using Lemma 5.1 or Lemma 5.2 and the triangle
inequality, we have
u v y u v s K u , v y K u , v .  .  .  .
F K u v , v y K u v , v .  . .  .
q K u v , v y K u , v .  . .
< <F s u y u u v y u v .  .  .
T Tv vq J u y l f u , v y J u y l f u , v .  . .  .l l
T Tv vq J u y l f u , v y J u y l f u , v .  . .  .l l
< <F s u y u u v y u v q l f u , v y f u , v .  .  .  .  .
T Tv vq J u y l f u , v y J u y l f u , v , .  . .  .l l
2 2 . ’where s t [ 1 y 2lc t q l f t . .  .
Hence,
1
u v y u v F .  .
< <1 y s u y u .
= T Tv vJ u y l f u , v y J u y l f u , v .  . .  .l l
l
q f u , v y f u , v . .  .
< <1 y s u y u .
 .  .We assume l sufficiently small so that u y l f u, v g B. Since A u, v
 .  .is continuous resp. Lipschitz continuous in v at v then f u, v is
 .continuous resp. Lipschitz continuous in v at v. The required result
follows from the last inequality.
 4Remark 5.2. Consider the case when T s ­w , where w ¬ v g V is av v v
sequence of lower semicontinuous convex and proper functions, then it
would be desirable to replace the continuity assumption of the proximal
mapping, defined by
wvv ¬ J ¨ for a fixed ¨ in B, .l
 4in Lemma 5.3 by conditions bearing directly on w ¬ v g V . The nextv
result is in that direction.
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The following definition will be useful.
 4DEFINITION 5.1. A parametrized family w ¬ v g V is said to bev
epi-continuous at v s v, if for every converging sequence v ª v, then
following properties are satisfied for every ¨ g H:
 .  4i there exists a sequence ¨ ¬ n g N converging to ¨ such thatn
w ¨ G lim sup w ¨ ; .  .v v nn
nªq`
 .  4ii for every sequence ¨ ¬ n g N converging to ¨n
w ¨ F lim inf w ¨ . .  .v v nnnªq`
 4PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that the family w ¬ v g V is epi-continuousv
wv .at v s v, then the map v ¬ J ¨ is continuous at v s v.l
w xProof. This follows by applying Theorem 3.26 in 2 .
LEMMA 5.5. If the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 or 5.2 and Lemma 5.3
 .hold, then there exists a neighborhood N ; V of v such that for v g N, u v
 .is the unique solution of the parametric ¨ariational inclusion 5.1 in the
interior of B.
w xProof. This is similar to the one of Lemma 2.5 in 10 .
We now state the main result of this section:
THEOREM 5.6. Let u be the solution of the parametric ¨ariational inclu-
 .sion 5.1 at v. Assume that assumptions of Lemma 5.1 or those of Lemma
Tv .   ..5.2 are satisfied. If the operator A u, v and the map v ¬ J u y l f u, vl
( )are continuous resp. Lipschitz continuous at v s v, then there exists a
neighborhood N ; V of v such that for e¨ery v g N, the parametric ¨aria-
 .tional inclusion 5.1 has a unique solution in the interior of B denoted by
 .  .  . ( )u v , u v s u, and u v is continuous resp. Lipschitz continuous at
v s v.
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